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Princess Motor Yacht Sales: Stunning
Princess 43 Flybridge Heralds Opening of
German Dealership

Hanseboot, Hamburg 2017 Hall B6 Stand B119

Princess Motor Yacht Sales will exhibit the award winning Princess 43
Flybridge at Hanseboot 2017 from October 28th – November 5th. Exhibiting
in Hamburg for the first time in many years, Princess Motor Yacht Sales also



announces the long awaited opening of a Princess dealership in Germany
which will be located at the popular Ancora Marina in Neustadt on the Baltic
coast.

At 14.5 metres in length the Princess 43 is the smallest flybridge motor yacht
in the Princess fleet. The spacious accommodation has been beautifully
styled throughout with two superbly appointed cabins with ensuite facilities.
There is generous seating and dining areas, and a well appointed flybridge
which gives the impression of a far larger yacht. As with all boats in the
Princess line, the Princess 43 has a powerful hull configuration to provide
exceptional sea keeping qualities in all conditions. Meticulous attention to
detail and the highest standards of design and build ensured the Princess 43
attained a prestigious “Motorboat of the Year Award”.

Stefan Wilms, who will head up the Princess team at Neustadt and will be on
the stand at Hanseboot commented, “I am delighted to be representing such
a prestigious brand in Germany and opening our first Princess office in
Ancona Marina. The Princess 43 is such an outstanding boat to show at
Hamburg, a true family cruiser of the highest quality and exceptional styling.

“We know many German Princess owners who keep their boats in Spain and
the Balearic Islands where Princess is a major brand. I am delighted that we
can now bring the high standards of after sales care and legendary
professional service associated with Princess to their home waters in
Neustadt. We look forward to meeting prospective owners interested in
viewing Princess motor yachts in Germany for the first time.”

The Princess Motor Yacht Sales Germany office will open in Ancora Marina in
January 2018. Stefan Wilms and his team will be aboard the Princess 43 at
Hanseboot 2017 in Hall B6 stand B119 from October 28th.
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